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Steve commented on Racist! Yeah..and dam proud of it too!

Hey racists and other normal and peace loving law abiding citizens, (this includes those of 

the religion of peace, …

I don't care where you're from or what the color of your skin is or your religion. However, if 

you come from a CULTURE that widely tolerates corruption, rape, lawlessness, 

overpopulation, and all the other wonderful aspects of YOUR CULTURE that make you SO 

DESPERATE TO LEAVE WHERE YOU'VE COME FROM, then stay out of my country, 

you're absolutely right we don't want you here and we don't want you turning our country 

into something like your country.

It's interesting to note that most that cry foul on racism have no experience in dealing with 

other cultures. They usually are well off liberally minded people who live in all white 

neighborhoods.

In the end, almost all immigration is nothing more than a modern day equivalent of when 

companies used to bring in scabs to get rid of unionized workers. It's one of the ways the 

"1%ers" got where they are today. Even worse, the government is stealing all the 

EXTREMELY EXPENSIVE infrastructure we paid for, so immigrants can use it while they 

go to work every day at jobs that don't pay enough taxes to maintain and improve upon said 

infrastructure.

Before you come here immigrant, perhaps you might consider trying to make the place 
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arnie adds
Thank you Steve…

But you just touched on what might be obvious…

Except it is not.  Immigration is about fraud and control using proxies to overload our 
system and destroy our country. 

First understand the members of Congress are not the lawful public servants they pretend 
to be.  They are mostly impostors.  They sold out the American people and are now acting as 
criminal impersonators.  They pretend they are our representatives but that is a lie.

  FRAUD VITIATES ALL-EVERYTHING IS NULL AND VOID!

Michael E. Horowitz the Inspector General of the Department of Justice

There are so few left in government service…
Only the Honorable
Confirmation: The Congress IS Complicit! It always has been!

Don’t become a victim of voter fraud…make your whole vote count!
DEMAND PAPER BALLOTS

Were it just that simple
Immigration is not about immigration; try Congressional Fraud!
The Travis Allen Affair – District 72 – California
Immigration actuarial costs of 14th amendment citizen
Immigration? Not Even Close. Cloward-Piven But that is not all… 

REALLY pathetic—
The rest of the immigration story
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